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1. Event Name: 18 Palmavela
Protest On: 2022-05-03
Race No: La Larga Class 1

2. Hearing Type

3. Protestor
Class 1 - AUT 5050 - Stargazer - Bernie Schuler

4. Protestees
1. ESP10977 - Lullaby

5. Incident
Time Place:
Rules:
Witnesses:

6. Informing Protestee
 Hail:

Hail When:
Hail Comment:

 Red Flag:
Red Flag Comment

 Other:
Other Comment:

7. Description Of Incident

We were on our proper course approaching the start line with sufficient room to cross it on time.
Lullaby the much bigger and faster boat came from behind on our port side (leeward) but never
had an overlapping position to us nor did we ever cross their line of course. We tried to pull up and
avoid collision which was limited as we did not have enough room on our windward (starboard)
side as well as by the fact that lullaby kept pulling up and came as close as a few centimeter with
her bow and bow sprint on our port Stern such that we could not turn away (to the right into the
wind/tack) further as in this case our stern would have turned into lullaby’s bow. We alerted
lullaby’s crew to that effect, their bow man even saw this close up - but no reaction Lullaby for
unknown reasons and with with ample room on their port side kept turning further into us and hit
our port stern and did not avoid contact which was reasonably possible - on the contrary it
appeared intentional with the objective to push us over the start line. Happy to draw a diagram on
Jury request.

8. Damage Or Injury

Attachments
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